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Let us inspire you this  
Spring/Summer 

 
We have researched the 4 key trends of the season and put them all in one  

place so that you can recreate trending looks in your home. 

Apply our interior tips with your own creative twist to create a visual masterpiece. 

Dive into Spring and Summer with Style!



Sunny State is all about self-expression and inclusivity. This trend 
embraces 70’s nostalgia with its playful colours and patterns.  

Including retro florals and shapes.

Sunny State

Hive Deluxe Blackout Rose 

Hive Deluxe Blackout Lemon 



The colour palette for this 
trend is playful and upbeat. 

 
 The palette merges pastel 

shades with zesty tones.  
 

Tones of coral, lilac,  and 
sunshine yellow are key. 

Palette Dijon

Kimberley Sunflower



 Habitation is centred around the desire for a wholesome and ethical life.  
It has become more important than ever to be more grounded and have 

a deeper connection to the natural world.

Habitation

Sloth eco Blackout Rainforest 

Poise Mint



Habitation is inspired by 
simple shapes, botanical 
repeats and leafy foliage.  

 
The colour palette for 

this trend is led by earthy 
tones that are merged with 

vibrant shades of yellow, 
greens and blues.

Cactus asc eco Olive Green

Hive Dolce Green 



Sensorial Delight is a culturally rich trend that is inspired by modern India.  
The trend indulges the senses and gives a fresh take on maximalist style. 

Sensorial Delight is led by bold geometric repeats, contemporary patterns, 
flowing lines and simple silhouettes and traditional motifs. 

Sensorial Delight

Radiance asc eco Metallic Bronze

Blush



The colour palette for this trend 
is led by soft green and blue 

tones combined with rich jewel 
tones of emerald, purples and 

pinks.  
 

The versatility of the palette 
offers both calm harmonious 

and bold clashing colour 
combinations. 

Alaria Magenta

Algiers asc Azure 



This trend focuses on creating an interior space that acts like a 
comforting cocoon. This noiseless space allows us to withdraw  

from modern life and reflect. 
 

The Golden Hour design theme is led by off-set motifs,  
bleached-out florals and balanced geometric shapes. 

Golden Hour

Hive Deluxe Celeste 

Linen 



The Golden Hour palette focuses 
on dark summer tones.  

 
It is inspired by the summer 

sunset and inspires both light 
and shadow hues.  

 
Key colours for this trend  

include blue, lilac and yellow. 

Balance Lilac 

Cactus asc eco Light Oak 
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